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1. INTRODUCTION
The mission of Austin Energy is to safely deliver clean, affordable, reliable energy and excellent customer service. The utility is
a not-for-profit enterprise of the City of Austin (COA), working to meet the needs of those it serves. In carrying out this mission,
Austin Energy operates in a highly regulated environment and must also adhere to rules imposed by various State and Federal
regulatory agencies. These requirements include those imposed by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), North
American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC), Texas state law, Public Utility Commission of Texas (PUCT) and the Electric
Reliability Council of Texas (ERCOT). These regulations include planning functions, cooperation and real-time operations to
maintain the electric grid during normal and emergency operations.

This After-Action Report addresses the observations and actionable improvements Austin Energy has made and continues to
make following the February Winter Storms. This report follows the "Austin Energy February Storm Briefing: EventOverview
and Communications, March 3, 2021".

In February 2021, the Polar Vortex destabilized and descended from the North Pole bringing sub-freezing temperatures into
central Canada, the central US and northern Mexico. During the period of February 11 - 20, 2021 (referred to in this report as the
Winter Storms"), the region served by Austin Energy experienced below-freezing temperatures from the Polar Vortex coupled
with severe wind gusts, record snowfall, torrential freezing rain and a series of ice storms. Austin Energy was able to draw on

many decades of storm restoration experience; however, the situation greatly worsened when ERCOT, the market operator for
a large portion of Texas, was unable to meet electric demand and directed a series of Load Sheds that spanned from February
15 - 18. Austin Energy faced these challenges, along with hazardous and sometimes impassable roads, and kept critical facilities
energized while providing local generation that helped prevent a catastrophic grid failure in the ERCOT region of Texas.
Approximately 220,000 Austin Energy customers were without power at different points, including some for several days.

Especially challenging were events that started on the night of February 14 into the early morning of February 15, when the
already low temperatures plunged further and ERCOT had insufficient generation to meet electric demand. ERCOT mandated
utilities across the state to shed load to prevent a total grid collapse in the portion of Texas served by ERCOT. The ERCOT-
mandated Load Shed event ultimately lasted four days. A failure by electric utilities to respond would have likely led to a grid
failure lasting weeks or months. Such a complete ERCOT-wide blackout would have also impacted all critical facilities such as

hospitals, Emergency Management Services (EMS), Police stations, and water and wastewater treatment plants.

At the onset of the Winter Storms, Austin Energy's established Emergency Management and Incident Command structure
was already activated and led the actions of utility staff and emergency response teams that worked around the clock for the
duration of the Winter Storms. Essential and support personnel were stationed at Austin Energy facilities, in the field restoring
power, housed in temporary facilities, continuously operating its generation facilities or working remotely to allow for a
continuous and fully staffed storm response.

Austin Energy had an emergency communications plan in place for ERCOT Energy Emergency Alerts (EEAs) and
worked to keep the public updated on the most current information possible. However, providing an adequate level of
information to customers without power was not feasible. In addition, information from ERCOT was extremely limited,
such that Austin Energy was unable to deliver information that met the expectations of the public pertaining to the scale
and duration of the mandated outages.

During the Winter Storms and immediately thereafter, Austin Energy began the process of identifying and implementing
actions that will help us better prepare for a similar type of extreme and prolonged climate event and grid operator event in the
future. This report contains observations, each observation consisting of multiple topics related to Austin Energy's preparations,
response and ongoing actions, including power plant weatherization, managing Load Shed requirements, communications and
outage map, vegetation management and collaboration with other City Departments and utilities.

Federal and State regulatory agencies are also evaluating many of the effects of the Winter Storms that caused hardship
to Texans, and Austin Energy is actively engaged in the change process that will result from these evaluations.

Austin Energy 13
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2. AFTER ACTION REPORT DEVELOPMENT
This After Action Report (AAR) reviews the response of Austin Energy to the February 2021 Winter Storms, summarizes
what took place during the Winter Storms, analyzes the actions taken by Austin Energy and identifies strengths to be
grown and maintained as well as areas needing improvement.

In preparing the report, Austin Energy gathered information from personnel throughout the organization, including the
Incident Command Team managing Austin Energy's storm response efforts, staff working at the power generation plants,
field crews on the ground restoring power and staff in the contact centers providing information to the residents and
businesses in the Austin area. The information gathered was validated and consolidated into observations related to
Austin Energy's Winter Storms response.

Austin Energy began addressing its observations immediately after the Winter Storms and one of its first steps was to
seek expertise on operating in extreme winter weather and responding to large-scale "super" storm and climate events.
Austin Energy also sought information on new and emerging technologies that can be leveraged to improve overall
electric system resilience. Accordingly, Austin Energy reached out to the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) of which
Austin Energy and most electric utilities in North America are members. EPRI made available to Austin Energy subject
matter experts spanning all aspects of planning, designing, and operating electric grids and customer experience, and with
extensive knowledge of electrical equipment technology and performance. EPRI also helped to identify technical material
that was used to inform follow-up actions, and Austin Energy will continue to look for ways to leverage its EPRI membership
and partner with others in the sector to accelerate adoption of technologies that improve our ability to withstand and
respond to extreme weather events.

The information in this AAR is organized into three parts:

. High-level observations that describe the issues associated with the Winter Storms.

. Background information for each observation to provide context.

. Follow-up actions planned or completed.

Explanations or external references for electric utility terminology are provided, where possible, to provide clarity.
A glossary of acronyms is available in Appendix A (page 47).

1.=a
Sand Hill Energy Center
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3. DETAILED EVENT DEVELOPMENT
The Winter Storms brought record cold temperatures to a significant portion of Canada, the central United States and parts of
northern Mexico during the first half of February 2021. 1 The cold wave was caused by disruption of the polar vortex. Extremely
cold air, which normally circles the North Pole, descended into Canada, the central United States and northern Mexico.

stable disrupted
polar vortex polar vortex

10-30 mi
above
surface

polar jet i' ,, *s??I- ?'< '•, 10 polar jet
stream 5-9 mi stream

above
1.«1
- .M -

3/ j>99surface *
farther north, ?

strong west-to-east flow
li farther south,V?wavy flowj warm air

moves
north 4

t

®
NOAA Climate.gov

2021

Many states within the Southern Plains such as Oklahoma, Arkansas and Texas reached low temperatures not seen in
decades or even a century. In Central Texas, the temperatures were consistently below freezing during the period of

February 11 - 20.

' The information in this section has been compiled from various sources including the National Weather Service (NWS), StormGeo
(a subscription-based weather service used by Austin Energy) and NOAA (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration).
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The Winter Storms and the associated ERCOT emergency events were unprecedented as freezing temperatures combined
with multiple precipitation events over several days. For portions of Central Texas, the precipitation included multiple ice
storms and torrential freezing rain. Each precipitation incident added new layers of accumulating ice to trees and branches.
When close to power lines, this heavy ice-laden vegetation often brought down power lines and poles.

The Winter Storms affected the entire state of Texas. The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) declared a state
of disaster for the "Texas Severe Winter Storms" (4586-DR-TX) that included all 254 counties and defined the start of the
event as February 11, 2021.2

Several compounding factors resulted in widespread impacts on the electricity grid, including an exceptionally high number
of Austin Energy residential and commercial customers without power for an extended period and exceptionally high
wholesale power prices for multiple days. These factors included:3

2 FEMA 4586-DR-TX: (https://www.fema.gov/disaster-federal-register-notice/4586-dr-tx-initial-notice)
3The information that follows has been compiled from various sources including:

. NOAA February 2021 Historical Winter Storm Event South Central Texas
(https://www.weather.gov/media/ewx/wxevents/ewx-20210218.pdf)
ERCOT Demand and Energy 2021 (http://www.ercot.com/content/wcm/lists/219737/DemandandEnergy2021.xlsx)

. FERC February 2021 Cold Weather Grid Operations: Preliminary Findings and Recommendations
(https://www.ferc.gov/february-2021-cold-weather-grid-operations-preliminary-findings-and-recommendations)
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The City of Austin and its surrounding areas experienced record below-freezing temperatures for 144 consecutive
hours (six days) at Camp Mabry, with six and a half inches of snow on the ground for five days.

For many generation facilities across the state, precipitation in the form of fine, light, crystalline snow clogged
air intakes for power plants and other electric facilities that draw air for cooling.

Some areas also had high, localized winds that resulted in galloping (oscillation) of some ice-encrusted
transmission lines.

Extreme weather caused outages and reductions in output at generation facilities, which reduced the overall electric
generation capacity within ERCOT.

» Natural gas production, storage and distribution issues reduced the quantity of natural gas supplied to electric
generation facilities, which in turn decreased electric generation.

» Wind turbine and solar generated power experienced availability issues during the Winter Storms due to ice
and snow accumulation caused by freezing precipitation.

NERC reported that extreme cold weather during February 2021 throughout Texas and the midwestern states resulted
in the largest, controlled firm Load Shed event in United States history. In ERCOT, power outages affected millions of
Texas electric customers during the Winter Storms.

» Generation capacity during the Winter Storms was 20 percent less than planned for in the most extreme outage
scenario in the ERCOT issued winter Seasonal Assessment of Resource Adequacy (SARA) for the ERCOT Region.

» The ERCOT region experienced unprecedented demand for electricity during the Winter Storms, with an actual
peak demand over 10 percent higher than ERCOT's most extreme peak scenario in its winter SARA.

» Over 48 percent of ERCOT generation was forced out at the highest point during the Winter Storms due to the
impacts of various extreme weather conditions.

» Controlled outages were implemented to prevent statewide complete loss of power (also known as blackout).
ERCOT instituted nearly three consecutive days of progressive firm Load Shed, culminating in 20,000 MW of
total Load Shed on February 15, 2021.

» ERCOT has produced materials explaining the progression and magnitude of the Load Shed that was required
of Austin Energy and other utilities in the ERCOT System. ERCOT has also produced presentations in response
to the Winter Storms event detailing information about the causes of generator outages that were the underlying
cause for the system-wide outages that affected most Austin Energy customers.4

. The University of Texas at Austin Timeline of Events of the February 2021 Texas Electric Grid Blackouts (https://www.puc.texas.
gov/agency/resources/reports/UTAustin_(2021)_EventsFebruary2O21 TexasBIackout_(002)Fl NAL_07_12_21.pdf)

. ERCOT Review of February 2021 Extreme Cold Weather Event - ERCOT Presentation (http://www.ercot.com/content/wcm/
key_documents_lists/225373/2.2_REVISED_ERCOT_Presentation.pdf)
Austin Energy February Storm Briefing: Event Overview and Communications (https://www.austintexas.gov/edims/document.
cfm?id=355922)

4 February 2021 Extreme Weather Event (http://www.ercot.com/news/february2021)
Austin Energy 19
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Winter Storms Timeline

Austin Energy has an established Emergency Response and Incident Command structure involving participants from
throughout the utility with defined roles and responsibilities. This structure follows the National Incident Management
System (NIMS) framework and participants are trained and experienced in the activation and execution of incident
response. Before the Winter Storms, Austin Energy had an active Incident Command Team related to the COVID-19
pandemic response (initiated on March 9,2020). In addition, Austin Energy was ready for the possible EEAs with prepared
communications, operating protocols for rotating outages and crews on alert, while continuing to restore service from the
ongoing forced outages caused by the extreme weather.

Incident Command related to the Winter Storms was officially activated by Austin Energy at 15:53 on Thursday, February 11,
2021, which in accordance with the established process included:

· Establishment of regular communications between operations and the Incident Command structure to ensure

awareness of anticipated hazards and impacts. This protocol involves pre-identified individuals who serve as

liaisons with the COA's Emergency Operations Center.

· Activation of communications planning and logistics teams to support the overall response.

Continuous exchange of information from all levels within Austin Energy Incident Command and Austin Energy
management to ensure accurate and consistent understanding of the event and to ensure the ability to relay
this to the public and City leadership.

During the Winter Storms, the demands on the active Austin Energy Incident Command Team increased as storm conditions
worsened. To respond to the deteriorating and long-lasting storm conditions and in anticipation of the need for a significant
restoration effort, the team identified and added members as needed to support the response effort.

At its peak, the Incident Command Team included 50 Austin Energy staff in designated positions, with hundreds of
additional employees supporting these efforts. The team's success in adding staff was particularly noteworthy given the fact
that many of them were also without power throughout the event, the difficulty of travel in extreme cold weather conditions,
the negative impacts of extreme weather on some methods of communication and the limited accommodation options
available during and after the Winter Storms.

10 I February 2021 Winter Storms After-Action Report
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4. OBSERVATIONS AND FOLLOW-UP ACTIONS
This section of the AAR summarizes what took place during the Winter Storms, analyzes the actions taken by Austin Energy
and identifies strengths and areas needing improvement. The identified follow-up actions are planned or completed to
leverage best practices or to address identified opportunities.

Observation 1 - Community Communications
Austin Energy provided information to the public under extreme circumstances and used various inclusive forms
of public messaging, both during and immediately after the Winter Storms. Communications with customers,
Austin Energy staff and management, City departments and City Council offices were impacted by the reduced
availability of internet and cell phone service. Other challenges included the impact of power loss on standard
communication tools, other technological challenges and language barriers. Opportunities to collaborate on
communications with other public entities were identified.

Media and Communication
Background
At the onset of the Winter Storms, the Austin Energy team had an operational emergency communications plan and a

specific strategy in place for ERCOT-issued EEAs. In addition, utility staff conduct crisis media training to ensure various
teams understand the needs and demands of today's media and the public, so that the utility can deliver messages clearly
and with credibility.

ERCOT has a series of emergency procedures that may be used when operating reserves drop below specified levels. There
are three levels of EEA, depending on the capacity of operating reserves that are available to meet the electric demand on

the system.

EEA Level 1
When operating reserves drop below 2,300 MW and are not expected to recover within 30 minutes, grid operators can call
on all available power supplies, including power from other grids, if available.
EEA Level 2
When operating reserves are less than 1,750 MW and are not expected to recover within 30 minutes, ERCOT can reduce
demand on the system by interrupting power from large industrial customers who have contractually agreed to have their
electricity turned off during an emergency. ERCOT can also use demand response resources that have been procured to
address tight operating conditions.

EEA Level 3
An EEA3 is declared if operating reserves cannot be maintained above 1,375 MW. If conditions do not improve, continue
to deteriorate or operating reserves drop below 1,000 MW and are not expected to recover within 30 minutes, ERCOT will
order transmission companies to implement controlled outages.
Austin Energy's strategy includes communications specific to each EEA level, building up to the following EEA messaging
tactics used in this event: 5

News releases (English and Spanish)

· NewsFIash emails to Key Account customers

5 Austin Energy February Storm Briefing: Event Overview and Communications, March 3, 2021
(https://www.austintexas.gov/edims/document.cfm?id=355922)
12 I February 2021 Winter Storms After-Action Report
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Social media messaging (English and Spanish)

· Website messaging update - both austinenergy.com and coautilities.com websites

· Outage map messaging

Warn Central Texas alerts (English and Spanish)

Mayor and City Council communications

· Coordination with other COA departments

Daily press conferences extending through Friday, February 19

Austin Energy Communications team members are included in Incident Command activities and worked to keep staff,
customers and external stakeholders updated on the most current information available. Information from ERCOT was limited
and Austin Energy, like other utilities within ERCOT, primarily learned about the statewide grid conditions during ERCOT
press briefings provided to the public. Despite this challenge, Austin Energy facilitated quick access to information and real-
time sharing to the greatest extent possible. Documented pre-planning for emergencies was critical for responding to the
unforeseen prolonged outages.

Beginning on February 11, 2021, Austin Energy began issuing winter storm communications that included live media interviews,
social media messaging and website updates that provided information on the incoming storm, conservation and outage
preparation. These communications included outage and emergency communications in English and Spanish. Since the storm,
the Communications team has expanded outreach to include information in Simplified Chinese and Vietnamese.

During the Winter Storms, Austin Energy provided news releases, responded to hundreds of media requests and provided daily
press briefings with other COA officials, which were carried by several media outlets. It is challenging, however, in this modern
era to communicate with customers who are without power. Many customers rely on their cell phones not only for phone
communication, but also for internet access and information. If customers have difficulty charging up their phones or powering
up other devices, then communication opportunities are limited. Additionally, many customers no longer have battery-powered
radios for access to local news and weather information.

The Winter Storms showed how essential it is for Austin Energy's staff and customers to have backup communications
tools. Understanding how power outages affect essential services during a disaster is extremely important. When digital
communication is limited, preparation is key.

Immediately after the Winter Storms, Austin Energy staff developed information pertaining to Austin Energy's response. This
information included:

· Emergency Preparedness and Response
· Vegetation Impact to Power Lines

Performance of Austin Energy's Diverse Generation Resource Portfolio

· Outage Reporting

Notice of impact to COA Utility Bills

· Austin Energy participation in statewide Policy and Regulatory Activities

Austin Energy I 13
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Follow-Up Actions
OA 1.1 - Engage with the COA Communications and Public Information Office and Homeland Security and

Emergency Management (HSEM) to determine communication tools and resources for non-digital
outreach. (Ongoing)

OA 1.2 - Identify budget resources to secure backup resources for Austin Energy Communications Team.
(power packs, weather radios, mobile Wi-Fi hotspots, etc.). (Qtr. 1,2022)

OA 1.3 - Work with the COA's Communications and Public Information Office to develop a plan or protocol for the
involvement of City Council offices. (Ongoing)

OA 1.4 - Continue conducting media training with the Austin Energy Executive Team and Communications staff.
(Qtr. 1,2022)

OA 1.5 - Engage in the PUCT rulemaking on statewide emergency messaging. (Ongoing)

OA 1.6 - Provide emergency materials in other languages besides English and Spanish. (Completed Qtr. 3, 2021)

OA 1.7 - Coordinate with Customer Care and provide a pool of trained representatives to help respond to social
media messages during an emergency. (Qtr. 2,2022)

OA 1.8 - Continue to encourage customers to monitor news and emergency broadcasts, charge phones, laptops
and tablets if a storm is coming, create a household emergency communication plan and sign up to
receive alerts and warnings. (Ongoing)

Outage Map
Background
The Outage Map allows customers to report an outage and provides a real-time graphical view of outage status. During the
Winter Storms, customers experienced situations where the Outage Map did not accurately reflect the outages. Density and
overlapping of the shaded outage areas on the Outage Map resulted in customer confusion, as some customers could not
discern which outage was affecting them. Additionally, with cold weather, unsafe icy road conditions and a large number
of outages, it took longer than standard storm-response time to restore power, leading to long periods with no new updates
for customers.

Follow-Up Actions
OA 1.9 - Resolve technical issues for outages not reflected on the map. (Completed Qtr. 3, 2021)

OA 1.10 - Disable outage map elements that display shaded outage areas, which are not an industry practice in
most dense metro areas. (Completed Qtr. 3, 2021)

OA 1.11 - Retrain all personnel managing the Advanced Distribution Management System (ADMS) on internal
processes to ensure outage information is entered in a timely and accurate manner, thus reflecting
correctly on the outage map. (Completed Qtr. 3, 2021)

14 I February 2021 Winter Storms After-Action Report
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Outage Map Text Alerts
Background
Outage Map Text Alerts are available to enrolled Austin Energy customers for updates on the status of power following
an outage. Austin Energy customers rely on these alerts for timely updates regarding the timeframe for power restoration.
With widescale and prolonged outages during the Winter Storms, Austin Energy could not provide an accurate estimated
time to restore power to its customers. As many outages resulted from ERCOT-mandated Load Shed, Austin Energy was
not provided information when ERCOT would issue instructions to restore load. Accordingly, Austin Energy was not able
to provide prompt accurate assessments of the time of restoration. As such, Austin Energy experienced long periods
without new information to report to customers. This lack of updates resulted in negative customer experiences.

When a smaller outage within a restored area (referred to as a "nested outage") occurs, feedback from customers is
important to confirm if an additional outage or issue exists. When Austin Energy believes power is restored, a text alert is
sent to update customers and provide them an opportunity to reply if the outage at their premise still exists. Austin Energy
relies on this customer feedback to address nested outages.

Follow-Up Actions

OA 1.12 - Improve Austin Energy website messaging to better educate the public regarding outages.
(Completed Qtr. 2, 2021)

OA 1.13 - Update the 'outage restored' text message to clarify the status and expectation to respond if
a nested outage exists. (Completed Qtr. 3, 2021)

OA 1.14 - Resolve ADMS issues that caused messaging to be inconsistent with the customer's incident
experience. (Completed Qtr. 3, 2021)

OA 1.15 - Continue delivery of the next Outage Map and Text Alert Application, scheduled to be upgraded
in 2022. Expected benefits include features such as natural language processing, a highly configurable
interface to create new map views on-demand, low-impact change product configuration updates,
social media integration, a solution for displaying the magnitude of master metered properties on

the outage map, and an improved graphical outage history tracking and improved user interface.
(Qtr. 2,2022)

Austin 3-1-1 Service
Background
The Austin 3-1-1 Contact Center provided information to the constituents of Austin regarding power outages, access to
warming centers and other critical COA services in response to the sustained impacts throughout the City and Travis County
during the Winter Storms. Austin 3-1-1 customer service representatives were activated in preparation and response to the
increased call volume related to the Winter Storms.

As a result of the Winter Storms, Austin 3-1-1 experienced multiple power outages and the failure of the on-site generator
backup resulted in residents being unable to report outages or obtain information on services during the event. A loss of
power and lack of an on-site backup generation unit to support the City Communication Ring disrupted the Austin 3-1-1
phone services and critical City communication facilities.

Austin Energy I 15
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Follow-Up Actions
OA 1.16 - Work with the COA's Communication and Technology Management Office (CTM) to designate all

Austin 3-1-1 offices as Critical Load Customers to safeguard against power outages during Load
Shed events. (Completed Qtr. 3,2021)

OA l.17 - CTM to purchase and install portable generators for the two sites that complete the power
requirements for the City Communication Ring. The permanent generator build for these two
sites is planned for 2024. (Qtr. 2,2024)

OA 1.18 - Implemented SIP Trunking (a method of sending voice and other unified communications services over

the internet) at Austin 3-1-1 to provide CTM the ability to reroute calls to an alternate location when a

communications site failure occurs. (Completed Qtr. 3,2021)
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Observation 2 - Other Utilities and COA Departments
that Provide Public Services
Numerous area utility companies and COA departments that provide utility and other public services were highly impacted
by multiple days of intermittent outages.

Background
Austin Energy customers include utilities and COA departments that provide utility services and other public services.
These entities include Texas Gas Service (TGS), Austin Water (AW), Austin Transportation Department (ATD) and
approximately 30 Austin area communication companies.

Texas Gas Service
Background
Texas Gas Service (TGS) provides end-use natural gas service to many Austin-area homes and businesses. TGS relies
on electricity to support and operate its gas infrastructure. Personnel from TGS and Austin Energy have met since the
Winter Storms to discuss critical TGS facilities and to review actions taken before, during and after the Winter Storms
and related ERCOT events.

Follow-Up Actions
OA 2.1 - TGS and Austin Energy shared information pertaining to critical infrastructure as necessary for storm

response while continuing to protect sensitive and critical infrastructure information that also possibly falls
under Federal Electric or Gas Line regulatory agencies. (Completed Qtr. 3, 2021)

OA 2.2 - TGS and Austin Energy worked collaboratively during the storm to address power supply issues that
negatively affected TGS's ability to distribute gas. (Ongoing)

OA 2.3 - Austin Energy will continue to work with TGS to identify TGS's critical facilities, so that during storm events,
key natural gas distribution facilities are prioritized for receiving power and for power restoration following
outages. This work will allow TGS to better maintain gas supplies and address pressure challenges within
affected areas in its service territory. (Ongoing)

Austin Water
Background
The Ullrich Water Treatment Plant (WTP) is electrically fed by the Austin Energy Bee Creek Substation and two
dedicated circuits with an additional backup circuit in reserve for the switchover. Falling vegetation debris caused
the loss of both dedicated circuits. Austin Energy remotely closed the first of the dedicated circuits, thereby restoring
connection. Austin Energy also dispatched crews to investigate the fault on the second dedicated circuit and was

prepared to manually switch to the backup circuit if needed. Both AW and Austin Energy crews were working other
outages and were adversely impacted by road conditions. Travel time for the crews to the site ranged from one and a

half hours to three hours. It took an additional hour to perform electrical switching. AW electricians energized Ullrich
WTP completely on the first dedicated circuit. At about that same time, Austin Energy restored the second dedicated
circuit; however, AW staff elected to remain on the first dedicated circuit to return the plant to operation as quickly
as possible and opted not to shut down the plant again to transfer any load. Ullrich WTP returned to its normal operating
scenario, utilizing both dedicated circuits after production levels were stabilized.

Longhorn Dam is fed by one Austin Energy circuit, which was damaged by vegetation during the Winter Storms. As a result,
AW personnel manually operated the facility including the lift gates.

Austin Energy I 17
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AW also has several lift stations and pump stations that lost power due to the rolling electrical outages as well as storm-
related outages throughout the City. When power was out, AW crews were required to move a limited number of portable
generators between sites to power the facilities. Travel was difficult due to a combination of several factors, such as

inaccessibility of some sites, treacherous road conditions and towing portable generators.

Follow-Up Actions
Under normal weather and road conditions, AW and Austin Energy crews can be quickly dispatched to sites and are trained to
promptly perform electrical switching between circuits. Further improvements are underway through a joint Austin Energy and
AW team that is working on automatic operations and hardening.

OA 2.4 - The following actions are underway at Ullrich WTP:

OA 2.4.1 - AW and Austin Energy - Evaluate improved utilization of Bee Creek Substation circuits as well as the
Ullrich WTP electrical system and develop an action plan. (Qtr. 4, 2021)

OA 2.4.2 - Austin Energy - Implement auto switch for the backup circuit at Ullrich WTP for automatic operations
after loss of either of the primary circuits. (Qtr. 2,2022)

OA 2.5 - The following actions are underway at Longhorn Dam:

OA 2.5.1 - Austin Energy - Initiate a project to build a second electric circuit to Longhorn Dam. This is a

challenging, multi-year project involving multiple COA departments as well as siting challenges
for the circuit and electrical facilities. This project is funded. (Estimated 2023)

OA 2.5.2 - AW - Evaluate the installation of backup generators at Longhorn Dam to safeguard the facility
while the second circuit is being constructed. (Qtr. 1,2022)

OA 2.6 - The following actions are underway for resilience improvements at lift stations:

OA 2.6.1 - Austin Energy - Provide AW a list of lift stations that are currently on a Critical Load circuit.
This action will assist AW to plan for future outage contingencies and help determine locations
most and least likely to lose power in a similar event. (Qtr. 4,2021)

OA 2.6.2 - AW - Strategically site and increase the pool of available backup generators (either on-site
or portable). (Qtr. 4, 2021)

OA 2.7 - The joint AW and Austin Energy team will identify, explore and recommend electrical improvements
at the following sites to improve resiliency. (Qtr. 1,2022)
OA 2.7.1 - DavisWater Treatment Plant.

OA 2.7.2 - Walnut Creek Wastewater Treatment Plant.

OA 2.7.3 - South Austin Regional Wastewater Treatment Plant.

OA 2.7.4 - Handcox Water Treatment Plant.
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resources and electric infrastructure of the ERCOT power grid. Austin Energy's generation resources positively contributed
to power availability for the reliability of the ERCOT electric grid during the Winter Storms. However, there was not enough
power available collectively from all generators to serve ERCOT's load. These conditions meant that, while Austin Energy's
customers were protected from the high prices of the event, they were still subject to the ERCOT-mandated outages needed
to maintain grid stability.

Austin Energy has a diverse mix of more than 5,000 MW of total power generation capacity, including three natural gas-
powered plants in the Austin area. 8 Austin Energy co-owns two power plants outside Austin - one is powered by coal
(Fayette Power Project - FPP), the other by nuclear fuel (South Texas Project - STP). Austin Energy also owns a biomass-
burning plant near Nacogdoches, Texas (Nacogdoches Generation Facility). Austin Energy has worked with local leaders to
develop the Austin Energy Resource, Generation and Climate Protection Plan to 2030 and is in compliance with the goals
of this plan.9 Purchase Power Agreements are in place for the remainder of the Austin Energy generation portfolio, namely
for its renewable power supply. Austin Energy's generation resources performed well overall with minimal outages during
the Winter Storms.10 One exception concerned a unit outage at STP, of which Austin Energy is a minority co-owner but
not the operator. The time series set forth in the chart below shows Austin Energy generation resource output relative to
its customer load during the Winter Storms. In addition, the Nacogdoches Generation Facility was not in operation due to
seasonal mothball which meant that the plant only ran in the more economically favorable summer months. The plant could
not come out of seasonal mothball to run during the Winter Storms because fuel could not be transported in time due to
harsh conditions.

Austin Energy's Diverse Generation Resource Portfolio
Supply by Fuel Source versus Austin Energy Load
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As noted above, the power produced by Austin Energy's generation plants does not directly serve Austin Energy customers
because of the interconnected nature of the statewide ERCOT grid and therefore this power could not be used to support
power availability to its customers. However, Austin Energy's generation ultimately supported the stability of the entire
grid and helped to prevent a grid-wide failure. Performance of the generation plants also shielded COA and Austin Energy

sAustin Energy Power Plants (https://austinenergy.com/ae/about/company-profile/electric-system/power-plants)
9Resource Generation Planning Update (https://austinenergy.com/ae/about/reports-and-data-library/generation-resource-planning-update)
'oAustin Energy February Storm Briefing (https://www.austintexas.gov/edims/document.cfm?id=355922)
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customers from catastrophic financial losses due to the purchase of expensive replacement power which was experienced
by some other utilities in ERCOT.

Weatherization Preparation is the practice of protecting a facility from the elements and Austin Energy carries it out in
accordance with ERCOT requirements. Austin Energy made recommended weatherization improvements to its plants
following the February 2011 winter storm and it is now contracting with a third-party engineering firm to perform an analysis
to identify opportunities in current Weatherization Preparation processes. Key Winter Storms impacts observed by the
team included damage to pipes, water leaks and frozen control lines. Some identified Weatherization Preparation gaps have
already been closed, such as acquiring and maintaining extreme cold weather equipment on-site, and Austin Energy will
review and implement the third-party recommendations as appropriate. 11

Follow-Up Actions

OA 6.1 - Monitor and engage with regulatory changes in the Weatherization Preparation area. (Ongoing)

OA 6.2 - Review and update the existing Plant Freeze Protection Checklists. (Completed Qtr. 4, 2021)

OA 6.3 - Assess heat tracing on lines at floors of gas Generation Plants and outside water piping and perform
any necessary upgrades. (Qtr. 4,2021)

OA 6.4 - Review and evaluate the weatherization practices, including checklists and procedures for routine winter
preparedness, at power generation facilities. (Qtr. 4, 2021)

OA 6.5 - Evaluate field instrumentation and conduct engineering analysis of winterization measures at all facilities.
Implement the identified corrective and freeze protection measures. (Qtr. 4,2021)

OA 6.6 - At District Energy and Cooling facilities,
OA 6.6.1- Review existing cooling tower procedures to include draining non-operational cooling towers

and maintaining continuous flow in operational ones. (Qtr. 4, 2021)

OA 6.6.1 - Design and implement change controls to optimally run cooling towers when temperatures
are below freezing. (Qtr. 4, 2021)

OA 6.6.1 - Fabricate and install protection on a gas turbine inlet filter to prevent ice and snow buildup
from entering a gas turbine and causing a generating unit trip. (Qtr. 4, 2021)

OA 6.7 - Recommission Nacogdoches Generation Facility in anticipation of 2021-2022 winter season.
(Completed Qtr. 4,2021)

Observation 7 - Restoration Process

Customers benefit from effective utility restoration efforts and from timely, clear and relevant customer communications
regarding outages, power restoration timelines and taking specific steps to help restoration efforts.

Background
It is Austin Energy's goal to give accurate, timely and consistent messaging to its customers. During and after the Winter
Storms, some Austin Energy customers reported being given inadequate or inaccurate information regarding outages
and the restoration of power or they reported difficulty in reporting outages. Some customers reported difficulty using

11Austin Energy Power Plant Winterization (http://www.austintexas.gov/edims/document.cfm?id=362355)
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the outage website. Customers also had questions about the accuracy of outage information on the website, as well
as complaints about receiving text messages with incorrect information regarding power restoration. Austin Energy is
implementing improvements to its outage website, restoration processes and damage assessment processes to provide
better communication on power outages and restoration efforts. The team is developing and implementing a tiered
Estimated Time of Restoration (ETR) process to be used during future storm restorations. These improvements better
address customers' planning needs.

Damage Assessment Personnel

Background
Line crews typically perform damage assessments during smaller storms. In larger storm events, line crews are

supplemented with other field staff in secondary roles, and this staff augmentation method has been successfully used by
Austin Energy to reduce the workload of line crews.

Follow-Up Actions

OA 7.1 - Document expansion of the Incident Command Team to include damage assessment functions and
responsibilities, to be activated during major storms and events. (Qtr. 1,2022)

OA 7.2 - Expand damage assessment staffing with selected Engineering and Distribution Electrician staff in
secondary roles. (Qtr. 2,2022)

OA 7.3 - Document damage assessment role into the ADMS Field Client12 and implement this capability in ADMS.
(Qtr. 1,2022)

Single Outage Process

Background
Utility practice is to prioritize the restoration of large-scale outages. A "single outage" is defined as an outage that affects
a single customer. Restoring these outages is generally postponed until the end of the storm restoration process by most
electric utilities. Austin Energy developed, staffed and executed a process for restoring single outages during and after
the Winter Storms.

Austin Energy made the following improvements to the Single Outage Process:

Identify and address individual or nested outages during future restoration events and investigate outage and
restoration data to report power restoration on the outage website accurately.

"Areas" can now be manually polled (a.k.a. "pinging" a meter or remotely reading a meter on-demand) through
the AMI network at the circuit level to acquire outage and restoration information, and the first polled positive
responses are logged.

. A second poll is sent only to premises with no return message.

. The Single Outage Process includes efforts by workgroups within Austin Energy. The Austin Energy Contact Center

12ADMS Field Client is a web-based application that is specially designed for field personnel to access the distribution
management system remotely.
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staff and the Escalations staff coordinate staff and streetlight crew efforts to patrol non-responsive meters for
service level or distribution level issues.

· While crews are patrolling, the poll attempt process continues until a ping result is achieved. This data is then
reconciled with ADMS.

All processes have been tested and verified as well as mapped and documented. The processes are ready to be
added to the Incident Command Process Catalog, a process tracking catalog used and maintained by the Incident
Command Team.

Follow-Up Actions

OA 7.4 - Add the Single Outage Process to the Incident Command Process Catalog. (Qtr. 1,2022)
OA 7.5 - Enhance the Single Outage System by integrating ADMS and the AMI Head End System (the front-end

system that transmits meter data from the field). This integration will minimize or eliminate the need for
manual intervention, resulting in increased efficiency and a more rapid response time. (Qtr. 2,2022)

Advanced Distribution Management System
Background
At Austin Energy, ADMS is the software platform that supports the full suite of electric distribution management and
optimization processes. ADMS includes functions that automate outage restoration and improve the performance of
the Austin Energy distribution system. During the Winter Storms, ADMS experienced some notification and alert errors.
Austin Energy analyzed the causes of these errors and addressed the issues as outlined below.

Follow-Up Actions

OA 7.6 - Brief the Field Crews and Control Room Operators on the importance of promptly updating the work order
status in ADMS. (Completed Qtr. 1, 2021)

OA 7.7 - Address ADMS user screen issues as follows:

OA Z7.1 - A technical issue was identified and resolved by immediately installing a patch by the ADMS vendor
during the Winter Storms event. (Completed Qtr. 2, 2021)

OA 7.7.2 - A production update that addressed screen issues was posted in Production. (Completed Qtr. 2, 2021)
OA Z7.3 - ADMS outage-file-related issues that impacted the Outage Map and Outage Alert Texting were caused

by file format and internal processing issues. These issues caused a group of affected customers to be
unrepresented on the outage map and excluded from outage text alerts. A set of fixes was deployed.
(Completed Qtr. 3, 2021)

OA 7.8 - Evaluate and improve existing restoration processes to include:

OA 7.8.1 - Identification of factors that determine when ADMS should switch back into normal operations mode.
(Completed Qtr. 2, 2021)

OA 7.8.2 - Information on truck availability. (Completed Qtr. 2, 2021)
OA 7.8.3 - Automation of work orders. (Completed Qtr. 2, 2021)

OA 7.9 - Identify activities that can be delegated to other roles to allow staff serving as Operators and Shift
Supervisors additional bandwidth and conduct a Dispatcher training simulation. (Completed Qtr. 2, 2021)

OA 7.10 - Develop and formalize the Single Outage Process. (Completed Qtr. 3,2021)
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OA 7.11 - Evaluate and improve the Escalation Process, communicate with and train personnel on the new Escalation
Process. (Completed Qtr. 3, 2021)

OA 7.12 - Develop and implement a tiered ETR process to be used during future storm restorations. (Qtr. 2,2022)

OA 7.13 - Develop tier levels (e.g., large groups, medium groups, small groups, singles). (Qtr. 2,2022)

OA 7.14 - Establish Field Line Crew and Forestry Crew Liaisons in the Energy Control Center (ECC) during incident
Command activations, as needed. (ongoing)

Energy Management System/Supervisory Control
and Data Acquisition System (EMS/SCADA)
Background
During the Winter Storms, the Austin Energy EMS/SCADA system enabled Austin Energy to execute ERCOT-mandated
Load Shed requirements. Following the 2011 winter storm, Austin Energy improved its Manual Load Shed process, by
enhancing its Load Shed processes and tools. These enhancements included implementing an automated Manual Load Shed
application in its EMS/SCADA system and creating new processes to update and maintain its Critical Load and Manual Load
Shed lists. The EMS/SCADA system's Load Shed application monitors the real-time indications and measurements of remote
field devices and allows for more automated and systematic control of such devices. This capability was important due
to the large number of field devices to remotely control, especially during the prolonged periods of extreme weather and
difficult travel conditions experienced during the Winter Storms.

In January 2020, Austin Energy went live with a new, industry-leading EMS/SCADA system that had many improved
features including a new Load Shed application. This system implementation included extensive testing as well as a week-
long certification review by on-site personnel from TexasRE and NERC. Austin Energy also performed several storm and
emergency drills to ensure that the system and personnel were prepared for adverse events.

Follow-Up Actions

OA 7.15 - Continue to test and update the EMS/SCADA System as necessary to maintain its effectiveness. (Ongoing)

Cold Load Pickup
Background
Cold Load Pickup is an overcurrent condition that can occur when a distribution circuit is re-energized following an extended
outage because the power supply has been unavailable for a sufficiently long period of time such that the load has reached
a "cold" state before being re-energized.13 Frequently, Cold Load Pickup currents are high and cause the circuits to trip.
This condition is especially challenging in extreme weather events, because large appliances like heating or air conditioning
equipment consume a large amount of electricity that can aggregate into thousands of kilowatts per household or business

Cold Load Pickup was an issue during multiple days of the Winter Storms. The extent and duration of the required power
shutoffs to a large number of Austin Energy's circuits exhausted the pool of circuits not considered critical and prevented
Austin Energy from being able to rotate outages. Many circuits remained out of service for extended periods, and

13 "What is meant by Cold Load Pickup," Schneider Engineering (https://www.se.com/eg/en/faqs/FA410344/): and "Cold Load Pickup
Issues," IEEE Explore (https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/stamp/stamp.jsp?arnumber=4982512)
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temperatures in homes and businesses dropped during these extended outages. These extended outages worsened
Cold Load Pickup issues when electric circuits were restored and many large appliances were simultaneously energized,
causing a simultaneous spike in energy usage. This energy spike frequently caused re-energized circuits to subsequently
trip an overcurrent.

In response to Cold Load Pickup issues, Austin Energy crews sectionalized circuits using circuit switches and then restored
power in segments. This segment-by-segment or incremental restoration took longer because of difficult road and
operating conditions and helped to avoid more widespread power outages from Cold Load Pickup.

Follow-Up Actions

OA 7.16 - Continue to field sectionalize and restore circuits in increments where Cold Load Pickup is an issue
in the short term, while evaluating long-term alternative processes. (Ongoing)

OA 7.17 - Evaluate the Cold Load Pickup process to determine necessary changes and document the process
for bringing back circuits when Cold Load Pickup may affect restoration. (Qtr. 1,2022)

OA 7.18 - Evaluate geographic areas with large penetrations of electric heating appliances and further analyze
alternative relay settings and other mitigation factors, such as automated reclosers. (Qtr. 1,2022)

OA 7.19 - Continue to communicate to the public, and to building operators and facility managers, the importance
of turning off electrical devices and setting back thermostats when electric outages occur, and to slowly
adjust thermostat settings after power is restored. (Ongoing)
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Observation 8 - Management of Vegetation near Power Lines
Austin Energy electric circuits with recently pruned vegetation performed significantly better during the Winter
Storms than circuits around vegetation that had not been pruned recently. Austin Energy's customers benefit from
the maintenance of adequate and standard tree clearances.

Background
Austin Energy's contractors performed significant emergency tree pruning near power lines to remove tree branches and
trees damaged by the inclement weather in order to restore power. The utility's customers benefit from adequate clearances
between branches and vegetation and power lines. In 2019, Austin Energy increased its standard clearances between trees
and wires. As Austin Energy vegetation management contractors complete their citywide tree trimming cycle, there will be
greater clearances between trees and power lines throughout the city and fewer instances of tree-caused outages during
significant storm events.

Follow-Up Actions

OA 8.1 - Continue the Austin Energy vegetation management pruning program cycle and maintain adequate
clearances between trees and wires in accordance with the tree pruning clearances established in 2019.
(Ongoing)

OA 8.2 - Communicate to neighborhood associations and other community groups the pressing need for Austin
Energy to prune regularly in accordance with its standard clearances to ensure that adequate tree and
vegetation clearances are established and maintained around power lines. (Ongoing)
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Observation 15 - Employee Health and Well-Being
During the Winter Storms and in the days following, many employees were working long hours in high-stress situations
as was required to maintain and restore power.

Background
Essential and support employees carry out crucial roles to ensure Austin Energy effectively provides power to the
community. The 10 days of storms were a period of very high stress for employees engaged in work necessary to maintain
and restore power. During the Winter Storms, many employees were on-site 24/7 and many were in the field in treacherous
conditions as necessary to support Austin Energy operations. Other employees worked long hours from their homes
following COVID-19 remote-work protocols. Like the rest of the community, many Austin Energy employees had homes and
families without water, electricity, heat or internet access. Counselors from the Employee Assistance Program (EAP) were
brought on-site to some Austin Energy locations (with particular focus and attention on the Energy Control Room) to be
available and provide direct assistance to employees.

Follow-Up Actions

OA 15.1 - Continue having supervisors and leadership perform regular employee well-being check-ins to
determine how employees are coping in the aftermath of the Winter Storms. (Completed Qtr. 3,2021)

OA 15.2 - Continue to reinforce the EAP as many employees were affected by the stress of the Winter Storms event.
(Ongoing)

OA 15.3 - Review existing employee support plans and procedures, update existing ones and identify additional
steps to support employees who carry out duties in extreme weather conditions, such as security guards
stationed outside and the Customer Care team. (Completed Qtr. 3, 2021)
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FEBRUARY 2021 WINTER STORMS AFTER-ACTION REPORT ?
Observation 16 - Remote Workforce
In March 2020, Austin Energy transitioned its workforce to a hybrid of on-site and remote work at the onset of the
COVID-19 pandemic. Extensive work continued to be performed remotely at the inception of the Winter Storms. This
arrangement allowed the remote workforce to perform routine and critical Austin Energy work while also limiting the
number of staff required to be on weather-impacted roads to reach Austin Energy worksites.

Background
To continue to meet the operational mission of Austin Energy, approximately 70 percent of Austin Energy staff transitioned
to remote work to mitigate the impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic. In early 2020, Information Technology (IT) systems
and processes were quickly strengthened to support a largely remote workforce. This initiative included a shift from
desktop computers to more versatile notebook computers. Staff became acclimated and skilled at working effectively and
collaboratively while remote. This capability was invaluable during the Winter Storms as staff could remotely support the
on-site workforce. While the loss of power or internet impacted some remote staff, other staff could take on additional
responsibility to ensure that essential work was performed. An additional benefit of remote work during the Winter Storms
was that fewer Austin Energy staff were required to be on-site, and Austin Energy resources (water, food and bedding) were
more effectively used to support critical on-site personnel.

Follow-Up Actions

OA 16.1 - Continue supporting a remote workforce, including the final transition to notebook computers and further
strengthen the IT infrastructure. (Ongoing)
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Observation 17 - Safety Management
The Winter Storms caused severe weather and treacherous road conditions over the course of many days. Austin Energy
staff did not suffer any worker injuries or fatalities during the Winter Storms.

Background
Safety Management is a core principle of Austin Energy. A safe and healthy workplace protects workers from injury and
illness, lowers the costs of injury and illness, reduces absenteeism and turnover, increases productivity and quality and raises
employee morale. Safety messages and tips were constantly issued and consistently reinforced during the Winter Storms.

Follow-Up Actions

OA 17.1 - Research and review other electric utility AARs and documented safety event synopses that were prepared
following the Winter Storms and determine if any additional safety precautions can be implemented during
future severe weather events. (Ongoing)
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FEBRUARY 2021 WINTER STORMS AFTER-ACTION REPORT ?
Observation 18 - Climate Event Risk Assessment
Climate and weather risk assessments informing Austin Energy operations will provide greater value in managing
future extreme weather conditions if the assessments are updated at a regular frequency, extreme cold events analyzed
explicitly and analyses of regional vulnerabilities that may impact Austin Energy's customers included.

Background
To date, Austin Energy has conducted climate risk analyses focused on anticipated increases in heat, drought, floods and
wildfires over the long-term (50-100 years). Impacts of those events have typically been assessed assuming the events are

stand-alone; assessments have focused on local disruptions. The Winter Storms demonstrated the significant risk posed by
an extended cold weather event with both local and grid-wide impacts and damage.

Follow-Up Actions

OA 18.1 - Enhance existing climate event risk analysis and vulnerability assessments to incorporate updated climate
forecast data. Develop scenarios for planning purposes reflecting updated expectations for average climate
conditions, extreme climate events and grid-scale impacts. (Qtr. 1,2022)

OA 18.2 - Conduct formal risk assessments with these updated scenarios to understand impacts to Austin Energy
from different types of climate events and develop mitigation measures. (Qtr. 1,2022)

Observation 19 - Collaboration with COA Departments
The Winter Storms highlighted the need to further strengthen collaboration and communication between
COA departments.

Background
The Winter Storms showed the need to further the collaboration and communication between Austin Energy and
other COA departments to ensure uniformity and consistency with the communication and services provided.

Follow-Up Actions

OA 19.1 - Develop a policy in coordination with the HSEM to determine in-person versus remote Emergency
Operations Center (EOC) attendance. (Completed Qtr. 3, 2021)

OA 19.2 - Work with the City Controller's office to pre-establish reporting codes prior to a severe weather event
to ensure proper tracking of activities and tasks. (Completed Qtr. 3, 2021)

OA 19.3 - Support the development of a City-Wide Resilience Hubs Network in accordance with the direction
provided by City Council Resolution 20210408-028 passed in April 2021. The Resolution calls for COA
departments to design and equip pilot resilience hubs that provide the community with resources during
disasters. The Resolution also calls for COA departments to create a community-wide plan for more hubs
sufficient to serve all Austinites during emergencies. This multi-department effort is being led by the
Office of Sustainability with input from Austin Energy and other departments. (Ongoing)
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